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Abstract. Even in the absence of eye movements, we show that subjects are able, upon instruction, to selectively attend to certain kinds of targets and parts of visual arrays. The major mechanism of altering attention is the switching of attention from trial to trial, although intermediate states of shared attention do occur. Attention operating characteristics are shown to be a useful way of describing such data and of assessing the compatibility of tasks to be performed simultaneously.

The primary mechanisms of visual attention are overt physical acts: turning the eyes, head, and body toward the object of attention. Nevertheless, within a single eye fixation, attention can determine what parts of a complex stimulus will be remembered (1) and, in a simple reaction-time task, which reaction-stimuli will elicit fast and which will elicit slow responses (2). In contrast to these results in memory and reaction-time tasks (which involve complex short-term memory and response processes), in visual detection tasks (which primarily involve perceptual mechanisms) there is, as yet, no evidence that selective attention can alter processing within a brief exposure. In fact, there are many experiments that have been interpreted to mean that attention does not play an important role in detection (3, 4).

To demonstrate the crucial role of attention in visual detection, we used a variant of the classical visual search technique. In classical visual search, the subject examines an array of stimuli (background objects) for a target object by moving his eyes over the array (5). While the pattern of eye movements is interesting in itself (6), it adds a complication not under experimental control to the analysis of attention. Therefore, in our experiments eye movements are eliminated by having the subject keep his eyes fixated on the center of a display and presenting new stimuli to him every 240 msec. This method allows precise control over the flow of visual stimuli while approximating the sequence the eyes produce for themselves in spontaneous visual search.

We present a sequence of arrays of alphanumeric characters, preceded by a fixation field, on a cathode-ray tube (7). The subject's task is to detect two numerals (the target characters) among uppercase letters of the alphabet (background characters). The targets occur in only one array, the critical array. This is preceded by a random number (from 7 to 12) of noncritical arrays and followed by at least 12 more noncritical arrays. The subject does not know which array will contain the target characters, nor which of the ten numerals will occur, nor where in the array they will be located. His task is to report the identity and location of each of the target characters and his degree of confidence in the correctness of each report (8, p. 209).

In a previous study (3) using a similar paradigm, Sperling et al. observed that a subject can scan for an unknown one-of-ten numeral as effectively as for a particular known numeral. They concluded that subjects scan for ten numerals in parallel. They further noted that subjects can scan 15 to 25 locations of an array in parallel. The purpose of the present experiment was to determine whether subjects could selectively attend to certain parts and kinds of targets in the array, even in a situation in which eye movements (should they occur) would be of no benefit.

We used the experimental paradigm described above, in which the critical array contained two different target numerals, chosen independently (9). The subject's task was to report both numerals, both locations, and two confidence ratings. Sample arrays are shown at the top
of Fig. 1. In the first condition (small), each array consisted of four small inside characters surrounded by 16 larger outside characters. Since targets nearer the fixation point are easier to detect, we adjusted the sizes of the inside letters to approximately equalize the difficulty of detecting the inside and outside targets.

Two other conditions were investigated, noise and reversal. In the noise condition, the inside consisted of large characters (the same size as the outside), but detection of the target numeral was made more difficult by superimposing a randomly chosen squiggly line ("noise") on each inside character. In the reversal condition, background characters in the inside were numbers, and the target was a letter; that is, the types of targets and of background characters in the inside were reversed compared to all other conditions.

In all conditions, the outside was the same. The background characters were all the letters of the English alphabet except B, S, Z, Q, O, and I. In the reversal condition the numerals 0 and 1 were also omitted.

In some blocks of trials the subject was instructed to give most of his attention to the inside characters, in other blocks to the outside characters, and in still others he was told to pay equal attention to both. Control sessions were also run in which the subject was told to report only inside targets or only outside targets.

Data from two subjects are shown in Fig. 1. Each point represents the mean performance for one block, consisting of 30 to 60 trials. In each graph, the ordinate indicates the probability of correctly identifying the inside target, and the abscissa indicates the probability of correctly identifying the outside target. (Both kinds of targets always occurred in each array.)

Figure 1 indicates that the subjects were able to follow the attention instructions. The data show that it is possible to "trade off" performance on one class of targets for performance on the other. The range of performances produced, as attention varies from being focused entirely on the inside targets to being focused entirely on the outside targets, defines a subject's attention operating characteristic (AOC) for this task (10). In this task, the AOC is approximately a straight line with slope of −1, indicating
that the subject can exchange a certain amount of probability of correctness on one task for an equal amount on the other.

The data from the control sessions, in which the subject reported just one kind of target (for example, the outside target), are graphed directly on the axes of Fig. 1. A vertical line is drawn through the mean of the outside control data, and a horizontal line through the inside mean. The intersection of these two lines defines the "independence point." the point at which the subject would operate if he could perform both search tasks simultaneously without any interference — that is, independently of each other. Insofar as the AOC lies inside the independence point, it represents some degree of interference between the two tasks (11).

Interference between two search tasks does not occur because of any difficulty in remembering the targets long enough to report them. To prove this the display was altered so that the targets remained the same but each background character was replaced with just a single dot. In this case, subjects gave errorless reports of both targets. Thus, the subject's inability to report both targets in the experimental condition is due to the difficulty of executing the two complex search tasks simultaneously, and not merely to difficulty in reporting two targets.

When we compare performance in the small condition (Fig. 1, left) with that in the noise condition (Fig. 1, center), we note that the outside search task was the same in both conditions; the inside search task was matched to be of equal difficulty. Nonetheless, we see that for subject MJM the AOC curve is much closer to the independence point in the noise than in the small condition. This subject can carry out these two search tasks with targets of equal size with much less mutual interference than when the targets are of different sizes.

The right-hand portion of Fig. 1 illustrates performance in the reversal condition, where the subject searches for a letter target among numerals on the inside, and for a numeral target among letters on the outside. The data show that the mutual incompatibility of these two search tasks is nearly total.

In order to examine the mechanism by which the subject moves along the AOC curve—that is, the mechanism by which attention is shifted from one search task to the other—we examine the 2 × 2 contingency table (Table 1) which gives the joint occurrences of correct reports on the two tasks. This table has three degrees of freedom: two of these, the marginals P₁ and P₂, are used to define the AOC. The third degree of freedom (contingency, K) provides information about the mechanism of attention. We consider here two of (many) possible mechanisms: sharing and switching. The mechanisms are outlined below without formal derivations.

In attention sharing, attention is assumed to be divided between the two tasks in some fixed proportion that does not vary from trial to trial. Insofar as there is less attention devoted to each task than in a control condition, performance suffers relative to the control. In a pure sharing state (no trial-to-trial variations in attention), the 2 × 2 contingency table is assumed to show statistical independence—the probability of a correct response on one task is not influenced by whether the response on the other task was right or wrong.

In attention switching, one of two different attention states (A₁ or A₂) is assumed to occur randomly on any given trial. (A₁ and A₂ themselves may be pure states or mixtures.) To move along the AOC curve, the subject varies the proportion of times he is in A₁. Two interesting properties of attention switching are (i) mixtures of A₁ and A₂ produce a straight-line AOC curve connecting A₁ and A₂, and (ii) the contingency table for a mixed state is the mixture of the two separate contingency tables (A₁ and A₂). From property (ii) it can be shown that, under the conditions of the experiment, any contingency table produced by switching between states with purely independent tables has a negative correlation (corresponding to K < 0) and, given enough data, would show nonindependence by the chi-square test. In other words, on trials where the subject responds correctly on one task, he is less likely to respond correctly on the other.

When this analysis is applied to the data described above, we discover that the major mechanism of altering attention is switching, that is, altering the proportion of times the subject is in state A₁ or A₂. On the other hand, we can reject the hypothesis, at least for some of the data, that there are only two attentional states (that is, the states determined by the intersections of the AOC curves with the control-condition lines). The subject moves along an AOC by switching between different attentional states, but the particular states between which he switches are themselves states of shared attention influenced by the desired net performance.

We investigated how long it takes a subject to switch from one attention state to another. In a separate series of tests in the reversal condition, we placed the numeral and letter targets in different arrays of the sequence. When the letter target followed the numeral target by at least two arrays (480 msec) we observed greater independence (in the contingency analysis) and an increase in letter-detection accuracy. The results imply that after detection of an outside target, the subject switched attention from the outside to the inside in 240 and 480 msec, an estimate which is consistent with estimates from another technique (12) of measuring the reaction time of an attention switch.

In conclusion, we see that instructions to attend to one part of an array or another are enormously potent in determining from which part of the array signals will be detected. The instruction to give equal attention to the search for two different-sized targets caused our subjects to switch their attention from trial to trial, sometimes searching primarily for large targets, sometimes searching primarily for small. This result stands in remarkable contrast to our earlier finding (5) that a subject can search for ten different numerals in parallel when they are all the same size.

In a more general vein, we suggest that the AOC is a useful way of characterizing attention and particularly of describing the compatibility of two tasks. The compatibility of a pair of tasks to be performed simultaneously determines their AOC. To compare two pairs of tasks, one cannot use just one condition of attention for each pair, as this would be comparing one point from each of two curves and not comparing two curves (13). The mechanism by which a subject varies his performance along an AOC in
the tasks we studied was primarily by switching attention between extreme states, but some sharing of attention also occurred.
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